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- In 2015 Essex was announced as 1 of only 3 “Success Regime” regions in the country due to 

significant clinical and financial sustainability problems.

- NHSE, Monitor and the TDA collectively proposed to provide support and challenge to local 

systems by working across whole health and care economies in a more joined-up way to fix the 

current problems rather than focussing on a single organisation when trying to solve systemic 

problems”.

- The outcome of the Success Regime was to develop and consult on a new clinical strategy. This 

was formally approved by commissioners in 2018.

- An interim MSE “Group” structure was adopted in January 2017. In January 2018 the Board 

approved a decision to merge and the strategic case for merger was formally approved by 

NHSI in May 2018.

- We created a new Corporate identity and a new strategy to deliver for the future. We are One 

team, stronger together, working to improve outcomes for our patients. 

- On the 1st of April 2020 we formally merged to become Mid and South Essex NHS Foundation 

Trust – in the middle of a global pandemic!

- The transaction was an enabler to further simplify governance and align incentives to enable 

implementation of the agreed reconfiguration at the pace and scale agreed in consultation…  we 

have been able to leverage the benefits of a single organisation during COVID! 

The MSE FT journey



Mid & South Essex STP Geography  

• MSE FT is an active partner within the STP footprint, working with 5 CCG’s, 3 

Local Authorities, a Mental Health Trust & 3 Community providers



We had the ambition and a system plan to achieve it

Clinical reconfiguration Merger Estates & Informatics
CSS & Corporate 

Transformation

EnablersTransformation

• Our ambition is to deliver high quality efficient care for the 1.2 million people of  Mid and South Essex. 

• We were three historically fragmented Trusts now working as one. 

• We now have a strong system approach to collaboration. 

• Unlike other mergers substantive clinical changes were planned and consultation was completed in 

advance. The merger was about developing the enabling infrastructure to deliver it.

✓ Improve quality of 

services and timely 

access to diagnostics 

and beds

✓ Clinical Senate 

approval for proposed 

clinical model

✓ Secretary of State/IRP 

review of HOSC 

referrals on consultation 

process found no 

grounds for concern   

✓ Integrated corporate 

functions

✓ Radiology integrated 

RIS being advanced 

with a group model

✓ Pathology Joint 

Vehicle with 

commercial partner for 

BTUH/SUH

✓ Confirmed as preferred 

option in January 2018 by 

broad range of stakeholders 

incl. staff, patients, local CCGs 

and NHSI

✓ Aligned to STP five year 

plan with full commissioner 

support

✓ PTIP, Due Diligence, PBC, 

Capital OBC and Merger 

Business Case all 

completed and formally 

submitted. 

✓ HM Treasury  and 

DHSC backed £118m of 

capital investments

✓ NHSI/E approved SOC 

that aligns and builds on 

the clinical 

reconfiguration

✓ OBC submitted on Jan 

15th following Board 

approvals. Costs as per 

Treasury/DHSC notified 

envelope. 



- In the NHS, most mergers have been delivered as technical ‘acquisitions’, 

predominantly because its simpler than to create an entirely new organisation 

- A study identified that healthcare mergers are frequently focused on 

improving financial efficiency to secure the viability of services, to improve 

clinical quality and increase staff recruitment and retention

- Getting the right delivery partner on merger is critical and managing that 

relationship will make or break the successful merger

- There is a lot of work that goes into planning for and getting approval for a 

merger, many hoops to jump through!

- The due diligence process is important – don’t under estimate it. 

- Process generally includes public engagement, full business case processes, 

NHSI transaction assessment and reporting accounting review – both at the 

same time!

Mergers



What is a Reporting Accountant assessment

• These are independent accountants appointed by the Trust to provide independent opinions 

on key areas

• Their work will provide some independent assurance for the readiness to undertake the 

merger and consider the risks and provide recommendations

• The NHSI risk assessment team review and discuss with the Trust the findings of the 

independent accountants as part of their assessment

• The reporting accountant looks at four main areas;

- Working Capital 

- Financial Reporting Procedures

- Post Transaction Implementation Plan 

- Quality Governance 

• The independent accountants review is very much focused on the ability of the Trust(s) to 

implement the merger successfully, assessing the downsides of merger to inform the level of 

risk 



What is the NHSI Transaction assessment

• NHSI define a successful transaction (merger) as one that enables a material improvement in 

performance. 

• Such as: 

- releasing economies of scale; 

- improving patient care; 

- rationalising or streamlining the estate or the pattern of services; 

- sharing overhead costs; and/or 

- generating a level of income that supports a higher investment than either organisation can 

achieve alone. 

• NHSI assess all transactions that result in a greater than 10% change in an organisations 

income/expenditure/capital

• The level of review is dependent on the transactions perceived risk

• NHSI look at up to four domains, depending on the nature and risks of the proposed transaction; 

strategy, transaction execution, quality and finance

• A Board to Board meeting between NHSI and the Trusts merging will bring together all of the 

assessment work and conclude a risk rating associated with the progression of a merger.  



Practical considerations for organisations in merger 

• Everything is ‘multiple into one’ – which means standardisation of everything

• For finance this includes; finance reports, financial controls, accounting policies, one month 

end and year end reporting process  and the big one……one financial ledger!

• And for other parts of the organisation – there also needs to be one PTL, one risk and incident 

reporting system, one roster system, one job planning system, one set of performance 

reporting……this list goes on and on

• Other things you don’t think about – what if the organisations have different pay dates, 

different bank rates, different annual leave/study leave policies…

• Everyone from the other Trust/Trust’s have to be consulted with for TUPE transfer – this can 

be thousands of people 

• A great opportunity to improve processes and performance reporting, but everything 

takes time 

• Data structures and data management need a clear plan. Data architecture and processing

doesn’t happen by accident!

• Focus on the redesign of the governance of the organisation – who is accountable for 

what?

• The development of the integration plans for each and every service in the Trust required 

significant effort but were essential to help services understand how things will come together



Lessons learned for the financial accountant…

✓ Consider your delivery model – Financial Services in house or outsourced? Have a resource 

plan and transition plan if there is a change for any of the predecessor Trusts

✓ Don’t assume that each of the predecessor Trusts have the same approach – even if you 

have been working together in preparation

✓ Give yourself time – plan for significantly more time than you would anticipate

✓ Don’t forget the impact of change on the team – some find this much more difficult than 

others – make allowances when considering timelines

✓ Think of the practical implications that might affect day 1 – unified platforms, different 

operating systems, different system access – don’t assume what one predecessor Trust 

access mirrors the others, or vice versa

✓ Plan cut overs as part of ledger consolidation and reconcile as close as possible prior to cut 

over, and then after – don’t expect this to be standard on day 1

✓ Talk to your wider finance and operational team colleagues – what you do will impact them 

as much as what they do will impact you!



Lessons learned for the management accountant…

✓ Don’t underestimate the amount of change or how long it will take

✓ There can be major cultural changes for the finance team coming together, staff are used to 

one way of doing things and change is never popular

✓ Understand why each organisation does what it does in finance before deciding on a way 

forward. Design the best process for the new organisation

✓ The cost centre and account code hierarchies in the ledger are very important – spend time 

getting them right and create clear mapping tables from the old to the new

✓ Work with HR colleagues to agree processes that cross over between HR and finance (e.g. 

approvals of recruitment and contractual changes, establishment control) and make sure 

they are clearly communicated

✓ Ensure that finance outputs and reports are agreed & drafted in advance of merger if 

possible, and understand how these will be run from the new system

✓ Communicate changes with budget holders in terms of changes to finance staffing, cost 

centres, ordering and approving 

✓ Create a master list of budget holders for each cost centre of the new organisation

✓ Be clear who is doing what in each team, there are some tasks that do not fall neatly into 

finance specialties, and may fall through the cracks!



Lessons learned for the capital accountant…

✓ Ensure you have access to legacy asset registers, prior audit reports, past revaluation working 

papers, PFI working papers, capital loan agreements

✓ Find time to data cleanse the legacy asset registers

✓ Review the TB alongside the TAC forms for fixed assets. Is there a difference, in asset class, in 

purchase type, in total value? Need to reconcile the TB, TACs and asset registers before 

transferring the legacy registers into a new asset register.

✓ Take time to understand the various legacy processes so the new processes/procedures can be 

built on best practice supporting the new system

✓ Understand the new fixed asset register so the account code structure in the GL can complement 

and not further complicate the reporting

✓ Visit the sites, go for a walk around, preferable with estates colleagues. Helps with the 

understanding of the properties, with the capital programme and the priorities across the sites

✓ Appoint your new property valuers in a timely manner and consider the timing of the first 

revaluation for the new organisation

✓ Work with your Medical equipment maintenance team/ digital services team to see if you can 

streamline practices between the asset register and their database of equipment e.g. 

decommissioning of equipment, identification of serial numbers on new equipment.

✓ Agree roles and responsibilities between the capital team and the financial services team so you 

don’t duplicate effort or completely miss something

✓ Build relationships within your team, within the bigger finance family and across the organisation

✓ Remember you are all going through change, it’s not easy.



Where we are now

• 10 months on, with the roller coaster of events, we are stabilising. Still so much to do!

• COVID has added some challenges, but it has also allowed us longer to transition – this is 

extremely unusual

• The new operating model is still in implementation due to some false starts in the year – this 

adds a massive complication regarding reporting

• We now have management summaries available for financial reporting that are meaningful. 

• We tried to establish a forecasting and budgeting tool (collaborative planning) but this has 

taken longer to implement that we had anticipated

• The team have a better understanding of the system and can use it, but there is a need to 

maintain the development plan to optimise the use of the new finance system (efinancials)

• Accountability structures have been developed across the organisation, but we are developing 

a stronger ward to board reporting framework

• Auditors have been supportive in the transition – our audit plan reflected the transitionary 

nature of the organisation, but for 2021/22 it will be more reflective of the requirements of a 

organisation that should have embedded controls and assurance in place. 



Reflections – the good, the bad, and the ugly….

• It can be exciting for staff and those involved on the journey to see the impact it will have on 

patient care, however it can also be unnerving for staff and patients

• Keep your eye on the ‘why’… Our merger enables us to provide the same high standard of 

care and services for all of our 1.2m local residents 

• The process gave us a clear direction for how we want to progress over the next five years –

before COVID!

• The process is hugely time consuming, therefore hard to balance competing priorities between 

business as usual and all the requirements for merger

• Designing the right operating model is a process of evolution! But having a clear operating 

model is critical and a dependency for corporate governance. 

• Engagement with partners and the public on benefits of merger can be a tricky process and 

confusing for the public if overlapping with clinical change consultation

• There can be lots of bureaucracy and interdependent steps in the process – and some things 

can take a painfully long time!

It will all be worth it in the end!


